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Here’s Why the 1998-99 Melt Up
in Stocks is Not an Appropriate
Analog

June 18, 2019

by Bryce Coward, CFA in Economy, Markets

Tomorrow will obviously be one of the
most important news days of the year for
financial markets with the Fed expected at
the very least to signal that a rate cutting
cycle is in the offing. Indeed, since the
Fed last raised rates the yield curve has
inverted at the important 10Y-3M spread,
inflation expectations […]

Read More

The Fed’s Many Options for Tomorrow

June 7, 2019

by Bryce Coward, CFA in Economy, Markets

As expectations for a Fed easing cycle have gained momentum, we’ve seen an
abundance of comparisons between the current period and the late 1990s. In that period
the Fed cut rates and stocks simultaneously levitated into the stratosphere. If we are to
follow the logic that the rate cuts in 1998 caused the stock market […]

Read More

Here’s Why the 1998-99 Melt Up in Stocks is Not
an Appropriate Analog

June 4, 2019

by Knowledge Leaders Team in Economy, Markets, Portfolio Management

In this mid-quarter update, entitled
“Escalation,” we discuss the backdrop of
escalating trade wars and our belief that
the environment is more favorable for US
Treasury bonds relative to stocks. The
trade war is escalating at a time of
weakening global growth, thereby
weighing further on growth. The

Mid-Quarter Update & Slides: Escalation
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Comments

Please click here to submit a
comment or question to our
investment team.

Archives

Disclosures

The information presented here
is for informational purposes
only, and is not to be construed
as an offer to sell, or the
solicitation of an offer to buy,
securities. Some investments
are not suitable for all investors,
and there can be no assurance
that any investment strategy will
be successful. Hyperlinks may
be included in this message that
provide direct access to other
internet resources, including
web sites. While we believe
these links are to reliable
sources, Knowledge Leaders
Capital has no control over the
accuracy or content of
information contained on these
sites. Although we make every
effort to ensure such links are
accurate, up to date and

CNY/USD devaluation that began last
year is […]

Read More

May 31, 2019

by Bryce Coward, CFA in Markets, Portfolio Management

Yesterday we wrote about three macro
factors that will act to restrain economic
growth through the rest of 2019 and into
2020. Those risks are the baked-in fiscal
tightening, the lagged effects of monetary
policy tightening, and growth retarding
trade policy. Together, they could restrain
growth to levels well below expectations
and induce a profits […]

Read More

Risks For the Second Half of 2019 Are Mounting
by the Day: Part 2

May 30, 2019

by Bryce Coward, CFA in Economy

As we look into the second half of the
year and into 2020, we are left with a
fleeting feeling about the prospects for a
cyclical uptick in growth and therefore
earnings. The problem is not so much
with the current pace of growth or
incoming data (which by the way hasn’t
been very good). […]

Read More

Risks For the Second Half of 2019 Are Mounting
by the Day: Part 1

May 24, 2019

Spotlight PharmaEngine: Streamlining R&D to
Deliver Cancer Treatments Sooner
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relevant, we have no control
over pages maintained by
external providers. The views
expressed by these external
providers on their own web
pages or on external sites they
link to are not necessarily those
of Knowledge Leaders Capital.

The information listed on this
blog is for example purposes
only and should not be
construed as the investment
Advisor’s opinion or investment
outlook. As of the most recent
quarter end, the named
companies may have been held
by the investment Advisor. For
full information including
additional policies and full
disclosures on the Advisor,
please visit our website
KnowledgeLeadersCapital.com.

An investor cannot invest
directly in an index. Any
reference to Index performance
does not represent the
performance of any investment
product offered by Knowledge
Leaders Capital, LLC. The
performance of client account
may vary from the Index
performance. Index returns
shown are not reflective of
actual investor performance nor
do they reflect fees and
expenses applicable to
investing. The Index data is the
property of Knowledge Leaders
Capital, LLC, which has
contracted with SolactiveAG to
calculate and maintain the
indexes.

The launch date of the
Knowledge Leaders Knowledge
Leaders Developed World Index
(Bloomberg ticker KNLGX is
7/1/14 and the base date of the
index calculation is 3/31/2000.
The launch date of the
Knowledge Leaders Emerging
Markets Index (Bloomberg ticker
KNLGEX) is 9/2/14 and the base
date of the index calculation is
4/1/2005. The launch date of the
Knowledge Leaders
International Index (Bloomberg
ticker KNLGINX) is 8/15/16 and
the base date of the index
calculation is 3/31/2000. The
launch date of the Knowledge
Leaders United States Index
(Bloomberg ticker KNLGUSX) is
8/15/16 and the base date of the

by Knowledge Leaders Team in Knowledge Leaders

In 2003, Taiwanese generic drug leader
TTY Biopharm and other Taiwanese
venture capital firms funded a new type of
drug company. PharmaEngine was
launched with the specific mission of
getting to market faster with drug
treatments. To reduce the time between
drug discovery, the first step in formulating
a new drug, and approval, the last, […]

Read More

May 14, 2019

by Knowledge Leaders Team in Knowledge Leaders

For all the buzz, it would be easy to guess
Tesla is the most innovative car maker in
the world. But as our intangible-adjusted
data reveals, Tesla invests less than half
as much on R&D as the most innovative
car company in the world. Invention in the
world’s auto industry stands on the
shoulders of […]

Read More

Spotlight Ferrari: Under the Hood at the World’s
Most Innovative Car Company

May 14, 2019

by Bryce Coward, CFA in Markets

Despite the S&P 500 having made a new
all-time high just a few weeks ago, many
of the supposed market leaders have not
kept pace. Instead, almost all of the
FAANNGs (Facebook, Apple, Amazon,
Netflix, Nvidia, Google) peaked out either
in the summer or fall months of 2018 and
have meandered under those previous
highs […]

Read More

Where is My Leadership? Only One of the
FAANNGs Has Made a New High Since 2018
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index calculation is 3/31/2000.
The launch date of the
Knowledge Leaders Developed
World ADR Index (Bloomberg
ticker KNLGAX) is 9/13/16 and
the base date of the index
calculation is 3/31/2000. The
launch date of the Knowledge
Leaders International ADR Index
(Bloomberg ticker KNLGINAX) is
8/30/16 and the base date of the
index calculation is 3/31/2000.

The returns of the Index prior to
the launch date are based on
applying the rules in effect as of
the launch date retroactively to
historical periods to and
including the base date. Results
are not based on an Index that
was maintained in real time. The
pre-inception performance
results of the Index are
hypothetical returns which have
been compiled by Knowledge
Leaders Capital. The
performance results are based
upon a hypothetical model.
Hypothetical performance
results may have inherent
limitations, some of which are
described below. No
representation is being made
that any account did or was
likely to achieve profits or
losses similar to those shown.
One of the limitations of
hypothetical performance
results is that they are prepared
with the benefit of hindsight.
There are numerous other
factors related to the markets in
general or to the implementation
of any specific trading strategy
which cannot be fully accounted
for in the preparation of
hypothetical performance
results and all of which can
adversely affect actual trading
results. These returns should
not be considered as indicative
of the skills of the investment
adviser.To obtain additional
index methodology and
constituent components, please
visit KnowledgeLeadersCapital.com.

Companies are selected for
“Spotlights” based on high
levels of innovation activities in
their industries and illustrate
innovation being employed
across all sectors and
geographies. Spotlight selection
is separate from stock selection
by the investment team.

May 10, 2019

by Bryce Coward, CFA in Economy

The announced tariffs have come at a
rather inopportune time, economically
speaking. Back in 2018 when the US was
slapping tariffs on washer machines and
solar panels (January ’18), steel and
aluminum (March ’18) and Chinese goods
broadly (July ’18) the economy looked to
be strong and was getting an added boost
from tax cuts […]

Read More

The Latest Tariffs Come at a Time of Weakening
Economic Growth

May 2, 2019

by Bryce Coward, CFA in Economy, Markets, Portfolio Management

The relationship between the
performance of emerging market stocks
and the US dollar is one of the tightest
macro relationships that exists in
investing. As we can see in the first chart,
the relative performance of EM stocks vs
the S&P 500 is highly negatively
correlated with the level of the dollar. That
is, when […]

Read More

Emerging Market Stocks Underperform When
the US Dollar Strengthens…Here’s Why
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